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Directors' Report on the proposed elimination of the face value of the ordinary and 
savings shares and the adoption of the ensuing amendments to the Articles of Association  
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Shareholders, 
 
The Board of Directors has convened this Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting to resolve on the 
proposal to eliminate the face value of the ordinary and savings shares, currently equal to 0.52 euro 
each, and to adopt the amendments that such would require to articles 4 (share capital), 6 (reduction 
of share capital), 25 (distribution of profits) and 29 (winding-up) of the Articles of Association. 
 
The reform of company law (Legislative Decree no. 6 of 17 January 2003 as subsequently amended, 
which entered into force on 1 January 2004) introduces the possibility for companies to issue no par 
value shares (see articles 2328 and 2346 of the Civil Code).  
 
The new rules still envisage a share capital divided into shares. In fact, no par value shares will have a 
notional book value or implied value equal to the total amount of the share capital divided by the total 
number of shares issued (so-called 'implied book value'). 
 
Accordingly, it is proposed to amend the Articles of Association by removing all reference therein to 
the face value of the shares but without altering the indication of the total amount of the share capital 
(12,220,000 euro) and the number of shares into which it is currently divided (23,500,000, of which 
13,874,930 are ordinary shares and 9,625,070 savings shares). In the future, therefore, provisions that 
make reference to the face value of the shares shall be applied with regard to their number in relation 
to the total number of  shares issued (article 2346, paragraph 3, of the Civil Code).  
 
The elimination of the face value is a useful tool in simplifying organisation. Having no par value 
shares means that, in certain circumstances, on one hand the share capital can be altered without the 
need for a transaction on the shares (such as issuing new shares or changing the face value) or, on the 
other, that a transaction can be carried out without the need to alter the share capital (for example the 
conversion below par of savings shares into ordinary shares or the cancellation of shares in the 
Company). In short, a change in the amount of the share capital or the total number of outstanding 
shares will lead to an implied variation in the book value of the shares themselves. 
 
As to the consequences that the elimination of the face value will have for the Articles of Association, 
they are about the provisions governing the economic rights granted to savings shareholders (which 
are normally proportionate to the face value of such shares), meaning that some changes will have to 
be made to the wording to ensure that those rights remain unaltered following the elimination of the 
face value of the shares: specifically, the right to a preferred dividend equal to 25% of the face value 
of the savings shares, the right to a total dividend that that is higher than that distributed to ordinary 
shareholders by 3% of the face value and priority in the return of share capital upon the winding-up of 
the company for the entire face value (articles 25 and 29 of the Articles of Association).  
 
Therefore, SAES savings shares should have the right to a preferred dividend equal to 25% of the 
implied book value, the right to a total dividend that is higher than that distributed to ordinary 
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shareholders by 3% of the implied book value, and priority in the return of share capital upon the 
winding-up of the company for an amount equal to the implied book value. 
 
Moreover, pursuant to article 6 of the Articles of Association, savings shares are deferred when it 
comes to covering losses, i.e. a reduction in share capital due to losses does not result in the reduction 
of the face value of savings shares except in the amount of the loss that exceeds the face value of all 
the other shares. Therefore, in order to retain the right of savings shares to be deferred when covering 
losses, it is necessary to provide that losses will not have an effect on the savings shares except in the 
amount of the loss that exceeds the portion of the share capital accounted for by the ordinary shares. A 
reduction in share capital due to losses must be achieved by first cancelling ordinary shares in exactly 
the same way as would happen if the shares had a face value. In this specific regard, it must be 
admitted for clarity’s sake that passing from the traditional system (indication of face value) to one in 
which the shares have no face value does not bring with it any particular advantages in terms of 
simplifying organisational matters. 
 
Consistent with the foregoing, set out hereunder are the changes to the Articles of Association that will 
be necessary. 
 
ARTICLE 4 
 
Current text Proposed new text 
The Company’s registered Share Capital is 
12,220,000 Euro (twelve million, two hundred and 
twenty thousand euro), divided into 13,874,930 
(thirteen million, eight hundred and seventy four 
thousand, nine hundred and thirty) ordinary shares 
and 9,625,070 (nine million six hundred and twenty-
five thousand and seventy) savings shares with a face 
value of € 0.52 (zero point fifty two Euro) each. The 
Share Capital is subject to provisions regarding 
representation, legitimation, and circulation of 
shareholdings for shares traded on regulated markets.

The Board of Directors shall have the right, during a 
period of five years from the Shareholder’s 
resolution dated 27 April 2004 authorizing it to do 
so, to increase once or more times the Share Capital 
up to an amount of 15,600,000 Euro (fifteen million 
six hundred thousand), by issuing shares of any 
category to be allotted in option to those entitled.  

Increases in capital deliberated in implementation 
of the proxy may be reserved within legal limits to 
employees or even to categories of employees of 
the Company or of its subsidiaries or controlling 
companies. 

The Company’s registered Share Capital is 
12,220,000 Euro (twelve million, two hundred and 
twenty thousand euro), divided into 13,874,930 
(thirteen million, eight hundred and seventy four 
thousand, nine hundred and thirty) ordinary shares 
and 9,625,070 (nine million six hundred and twenty-
five thousand and seventy) savings shares with a face 
value of € 0.52 (zero point fifty two Euro) each. The 
Share Capital is subject to provisions regarding 
representation, legitimation, and circulation of 
shareholdings for shares traded on regulated markets.

Unchanged 

 
ARTICLE 6 

 
Current text Proposed new text 
The Company may issue bonds by resolution 
adopted by an extraordinary Shareholders' meeting in 

The Company may issue bonds by resolution 
adopted by an extraordinary Shareholders' meeting in 
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the event of bonds convertible into shares or newly-
issued financial instruments, or by resolution of the 
Board of Directors in the event of non-convertible 
bonds, in the manner and conditions allowed by Law. 

Savings shares have the characteristics and rights 
provided by the Law or by these Articles of 
Association. 

Reduction in Share Capital due to losses does not 
result in the reduction of the nominal value of 
savings shares except in the amount of the loss that 
exceeds the total face value of the other shares. 

Should ordinary or savings shares be excluded from 
negotiations, savings shares will be recognized the 
same rights at those to which they were previously 
entitled. 

In order to ensure that the common representative of 
the holders of savings shares will receive adequate 
information concerning operations that might 
influence the performance of quotations of savings 
shares, it will be the responsibility of the Chairman 
of the Board of Directors or of the Managing 
Directors to send the same any notification 
concerning the above-mentioned topics at once. 

 

the event of bonds convertible into shares or newly-
issued financial instruments, or by resolution of the 
Board of Directors in the event of non-convertible 
bonds, in the manner and conditions allowed by Law. 

Savings shares have the characteristics and rights 
provided by the Law or by these Articles of 
Association. 

Reduction in Share Capital due to losses does not 
have an effect on the savings shares except in the 
amount of the loss that exceeds the portion of the 
share capital accounted for by the other shares. 

 
Unchanged 

 
ARTICLE 25 
 
Current text Proposed new text 
The net profits of each operating year will be 
allocated as follows: 

- 5% to legal reserves, until one fifth of the Share 
Capital has been reached; 

- the remaining amount will be distributed in the 
following way: 

• a privileged dividend equal to 25% (twenty-
five per cent) of the face value will be 
distributed to savings shares; when a 
dividend of less than 25% (twenty-five per 
cent) of the face value has been allocated to 
savings shares in one operating year, the 
difference will be made up on the privileged 
dividend of the next two operating years; 

 

 

 

The net profits of each operating year will be 
allocated as follows: 

- 5% to legal reserves, until one fifth of the Share 
Capital has been reached; 

- the remaining amount will be distributed in the 
following way: 

• a preferred dividend equal to 25% (twenty-
five per cent) of the implied book value 
(understood as the ratio between the total 
amount of the share capital and total the 
number of shares issued) will be distributed 
to savings shares; when a dividend of less 
than 25% (twenty-five per cent) of the 
implied book value (understood as the 
ratio between the total amount of the 
share capital and the total number of 
shares issued) has been allocated to savings 
shares in one operating year, the difference 
will be made up on the preferred dividend of 
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• residual profits, which the Shareholders’ 

Meeting has voted to distribute, will be 
distributed among all the shares in such a 
way as to ensure, however, that savings 
shares will be entitled to a total dividend that 
will be higher than that of ordinary shares by 
3% (three percent) of the face value. 

 

 

If reserves are distributed, shares have the same 
rights irrespective of the category to which they 
belong. 
 

the next two operating years, without 
prejudice to the provisions of the provisions 
of article 146 of Legislative Decree 58/98; 

• residual profits, which the Shareholders’ 
Meeting has voted to distribute, will be 
distributed among all the shares in such a 
way as to ensure, however, that savings 
shares will be entitled to a total dividend that 
will be higher than that of ordinary shares by 
3% (three percent) of the implied book 
value (understood as the ratio between the 
total amount of the share capital and the 
total number of shares issued). 

If reserves are distributed, shares have the same 
rights irrespective of the category to which they 
belong. 
 

 
ARTICLE 29 
 
Current text Proposed new text 
If the Company should be wound up for any reason, 
the Shareholders’ Meeting will appoint one or more 
Official Receivers, establishing their powers in 
compliance with the Law and fixing their 
remuneration. 

Savings shares have priority in the reimbursement of 
capital for their entire face value. 

If the Company should be wound up for any reason, 
the Shareholders’ Meeting will appoint one or more 
Official Receivers, establishing their powers in 
compliance with the Law and fixing their 
remuneration. 

Savings shares have priority in the return of capital 
for their implied book value (understood as the 
ratio between the total amount of the share 
capital and the total number of shares issued). 

 
 
 
 Lainate, 27 October 2004 

  for the Board of Directors 
 Paolo della Porta 
 Chairman 
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